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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Some Topics in Hyperbolic Conservation Laws and Compressible Fluids 
Submitted by KE, Ting 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in August 2011 
In this thesis, we study the blow up results for the classical solutions to the 
general quasilinear hyperbolic conservation laws in one space dimension. We 
assume the system is strictly hyperbolic and 0 is absolute minimum for each 
eigenvalue A^ , and the support of initial data is contained in the half line (—00，/?), 
then the solution to the initial value problem must develop singularities in finite 
time. Using the integral form of John's formula, we will prove that any global 
classical solution must be identically equal to 0. The advantage of the method in 
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Introduction and Main results 
In this thesis, we consider the general quasilinear hyperbolic conservation law: 
+ = (1.1) 
where U = U{t,x) : [0,oo) x R M^ is unknown, and the smooth function 
/ : M^ is given. Set the matrix A{U) = Df{U), then (1.1) can be written 
into 
We shall be concerned with blow up phenomena of the classical (C^) solutions of 
the initial value problems 
^ + = 0 in [0,oo) x R 
< 況 加 (1.3) 
U(0，x) = Uo{x) on {t = 0} X R, 
� 
where U = is an A/"-vector function, A(U) is an N x N C^ smooth hyper-
bolic matrix. Here "hyperbolic" means that A(U) has N distinct real eigenvalues 
XiiU)<\2{U) < . • • < AATCC/), VC/GE^ (1.4) 
There are a large number of papers devoted to this subject. The fundamental 
work was established by John [7]. By John's frame, many works are done (see 
1], [2], [3], [8], [15], [20], [22], [18]) in the case that the characteristic fields are 
" 1 
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genuinely nonlinear and the initial data is sufficiently small. Let us recall that 
the system (1.2) is genuinely nonlinear in the sense of Lax [13] if, for 1 < i < N, 
VXi{U)ri{U) Vt/G (1.5) 
John proved that the first order derivatives of the C^-solution of (1.3) must 
blow up in finite time provided A{U) G C^ and UQ{X) is C^ compactly sup-
ported vector function such that, if suppt/o C [a, 13], the quantity 9{Uq)= 
[P — a f sup^gK is sufficiently small. Noting that the C^ solution to the 
Cauchy problem (1.3) must be the C^ solution (see Yu and Zhao [23]), the pre-
ceeding conclusion is still valid for the C^ solution to Cauchy problem (1.3). Liu 
18] generalized John's result to the case that a part of the characteristics is gen-
uinely nonlinear, while the other part of characteristics is linearly degenerate, 
that is, \/Xi{U)ri{U)三 0 for all U. On the other hand, Li Ta-Tsien (see [16], 
17]) introduced the concept of weak linearly degenerate: for all 1 < z < A ,^ 
VXi{U)n{U) = 0, small (1.6) 
along the ith characteristic trajectory U = t / � ( s ) passing through [/二 0. In 
16], the authors proved that the Cauchy problem (1.3) admits a global classical 
solution if the system is weakly linearly degenerate and the initial data is suffi-
ciently small. So under what kind of conditions, the solution to (1.3) will blow 
up is an interesting question. 
In some physical applications (see [19], [11]), the condition of genuine nonlinear 
or the smallness of the initial data are not appropriate. For example, in the 
quasilinear wave equation 
Wtt - 二 0 (1.7) 
describing the vertical motion of the classical nonlinear vibrating string, Q(s) is 
typically a smooth even function (see [11]). The second order partial differential 
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equation can be reduced to first order system: 
0 1 
Ut- = 0, (1.8) 
� 0 _ 
where U{t^x) = {wx{t,x),wt{t,x)). Having Q'(0) = 0, the eigenvalues Xi{U)= 
-y^Q{wx) and 入2([/) = y/Q{wx) cannot be genuinely nonlinear. Besides, the 
smallness of the initial values is apparently a technical assumption. For N = 1, 
the smallness of the initial data is not essential to the proof of blow up phenomena. 
A different nonlinearity condition was considered by Manfrin [21] to prove 
the blow up results. More precisely, in [21], the author proved that if \i(U) 
has an absolute minimum(or maximum) at 0 for each 1 < z < A'', and the 
initial data has compact support, then the classical solution to Cauchy problem 
(1.3) must develop singularities in finite time. We know that under this kind 
of nonlinear condition, the system is neither (weakly) linearly degenerate nor 
genuinely nonlinear in the sense of Lax at the point [7 = 0. 
Following the method in [21], we can prove the following results: 
Theorem 1.0.1. Suppose that U = 0 is a strict absolute minimum for the eigen-
values Xi{U), that is for 1 <i < N, 
HU) > Ai(0) for all U ^ 0. (1.9) 
Also we assume the condition (H) holds. The initial data UQ satisfies that: 
supp{Uoix)} C (-oo,/3), (1.10) 
where ^ eR is arbitrary. Then the classical solution U{t,x) of (1.3) must develop 
singularities in finite time. 
Theorem 1.0.2. Suppose that U = 0 is a strict absolute maximum for the eigen-
values Xi{U), that is for 1 <i < N, 
\i{U) < Xi{0) for all Uj^O. (1.11) 
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Also we assume the condition (H) holds. The initial data UQ satisfies that: 
supp{Uo{x)} C (a,+00), (1.12) 
where a G M «5 arbitrary. Then the classical solution U{t, x) of (1.3) must develop 
singularities in finite time. 
We know that in [6] (see also [5])，the local solvability is proved. Under our 
assumption, by [6], there exists a unique local C^ solution to the Cauchy problem 
(1.3). Then in the following, we will prove that there does not exist a global 
solution unless the solution is trivial. So we can conclude that the classical 
solution to (1.3) will breakdown in finite time. Noting that by [23], if A{U) is 
in the class of C^，then the C^ solution must be C^ solution. So the results in 
chapter 2 also hold true for classical (C^) solution. 
The above results are true for all integer N >1. When N = 1,2, the situation 
is much easier, and we can get much better results. In the proof of Theorem 1.0.1, 
we will define some regions such that U(t, x) behaves like simple waves in these 
regions. So to understand the blow up mechanism in _/V 二 1 is important. When 
N = 2, using the method of so called Riemann invariants, we can get better 
results. So we will discuss a little bit more in the cases N = 1 and N = 2. 
N=1 
In the case N = 1, U is a scalar function. We know that U is constant along 
the characteristic curve: 
.< dt 、 V， V 川 (1.13) 
X{0) = XO. 
\ 
So X'{t) = A{U{0,Xo)) = A{Uo(Xo)), we know that each characteristic curve 
is a straight line. If there exist two points 
< X2 such that A{UO(XI)) > 
A{Uo{X2)), then two characteristic curves starting from Xi and X2 will intersect 
in finite time. This implies that U will be multi-valued at that point and the 
classical solution will break down in finite time, corresponding to the blow up 
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of Ux. So we can prove that the classical solution(non-trivial) will blow up in 
finite unless A{Uo{X)) is a non-decreasing function. Indeed, if we define v(t,x)= 
{d/dx)A{U{t,x)) = A'{U)Ux^ then along each characteristic curve, 
< d亡 (1.14) 
v(0,Xo) = -^A(Uo{Xo)l 
where X(t) is the characteristic curve passing through (0, Xq): 
< d 力 (1.15) 
X{0) = Xo 
\ 
It is easy to see that if there exists a point Xq, such that {d/dx)A{Uo{Xo)) < 0, 
then along the characteristic curve starting from (0, Xq), V will blow up in finite 
time. 
Remark 1.0.3. If the conservation law is linear degenerate, i.e. A(U) = A is 
constant, then we know that there exists a global smooth solution to (1.3): 
U{t,x) = Uo{x-At) (1.16) 
Remark 1.0.4. If the conservation law is genuinely nonlinear in the sense of 
Lax, that is A'{U) + 0 for any U e R. We suppose A'{U) > 0(the case 
A'{U) is similar). Then the condition {d/dx)A{Uo{Xo)) < 0 can he reduced to 
{d/dx)Uo(Xo) < 0，which can be easily verified ifUo is periodic or has a compact 
support. Because in the both cases, there exists an interval such that 
ff^ d 
/ ⑷办 = 0 . (1.17) 
Unless {d/dx)Uo{Xo) = 0，there exists Xq € [a，广]，such that {d/dx)UQ{XQ) < 0. 
So if the conservation law is genuinely nonlinear, the classical solution to the 
Cauchy problem with compactly supported initial data or periodic initial data must 
blow up in finite time. 
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N = 2 
In the case = 2, we can use the Riemann invariants to transform the system 
(1.2) into a 2 X 2 diagonal form: , ‘ 
f 
Ut + Xi{u,v)ux = 0， 
(1.18) 
[vt-\-入2(U,V)VX = 0, 
with the initial value condition: 
{u(0,x) = UO{x), 
(1.19) 
^;(0，a;) 二 vo{x). 
The genuinely nonlinear condition can be written into 
Sf〉。，尝〉。. （1.20) 
Then system (1.18) can be treated similarly as the scalar function. Lax [13 
proved that the solution to (1.18) with initial condition (1.19) must blow up in 
finite time if the initial data is nontrivial compactly supported or periodic, (see 




In this chapter, we recall the John's formula for the solutions to the hyperbolic 
conservation laws which will play an important role in the thesis. Let us recall 
that since the matrix A{U) has real and distinct eigenvalues Xi{U) < 入2([/) < 
• • . < \N{U) for all U G M^, we can select N right eigenvectors {ri{U)}i<i<M, 
ri{U) = {rniU),- . .，riiv(")r，and N left eigenvectors {/z(f/)}i<i<^, li{U)= 
{ki{U),. . -JiNiU)), satisfying: 
{ Avi = XiU, liA = Xik, 
for l<i<N (2.1) 
= 1 , h'^i — ^ ijj 
The functions U Xi{U), li{U), r人U) have the same regularity as the the 
elements aij{U) of the matrix A(U). Given U{t,x) a C^ solution of 
Ut + A{U)U^ = 0 in [0, T)xR (2.2) 
and a point p = {tp, Xp) G [0’T) x M, for 1 < i < A/‘, we consider the zth 
characteristic curve t = {t,Xi{t,p)) passing through p, where Xi{t,p) is 
the solution of the problem: 
< dt for l < i < N (2.3) 
Xi{tp,p) = Xp, 
\ 
We denote with r i{p ) the trace of the curve t ^i{t,p): 
rMri 二 他 p ) l工二魂 p)} (2.4) 
" 7 
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In the case p = (0,?/) for some ？/ G M, we write 喊t,y), Ti(t,y) for 从t,p), 
ri{t,p). U q e Ti(p), then r i{p) = Besides, we will write d/dit to indicate 
the derivative in the direction of the ith characteristic curve, more precisely: ‘ 
去 , K (2.5) 
We introduce 
Definition For 1 < i < A'", let 
Wi{t,x)^li{U{t,x))U,{t,x) (2.6) 
By (2.1), we know that the quantities Wi{t,x) satisfy the relations 
N N 
= WIVI, UT = -A{U)U^ = XIWIU (2.7) 
i = l i=l 
Notations We shall use the notations: 
D M a D r d O , D m (2.8) 
to represent, the differentials of f/ h-> A{U), XI(U), RIIJJ), KIU) applied to the 
vector ^ G respectively.. 
Lemma 2.0.5 (John's formula). Let U{t^x) be a C^-solution of system (1.2), Wi 
defined by (2.6), then along the ith characteristic curve 
d N 
•Tim = Y l "yijkWjWk, (2.9) 
J,k=l 
where the coefficients ^ijk = "yijk{U{t, x)) are given by 
lijk = (Aj — Xk)liDrk{rj} — SikDXiirj} (2.10) 
In particular the coefficients jijk{U) verify 
lijj = 0 for i ^ j , 
< . (2.11) 
‘ jiii = -DXi{ri} = -VXi. n 
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Proof. 
0 = m + = + + 
= h Utx + XiUxx I + liA(U)孔 
O-it 
= + hDA{rj}rkWjWk. (2.12) 
Next differentiating in the direction of r j the expression 
hA = Xili 
we find that 
Dli{rj}A + liDA{rj} = DXi{rj}h + A 讽{r)-} (2.13) 
So 
Dli{rj}[A — Ail = DXi{rj}li - liDA{rj}, l < j < N (2.14) 
Multiplying (2.14) by r^, we have 
(Afc - Xi)Dh{rj}rk = 知 他 • } - (2.15) 
Setting k = i,观 have 
DXi{rj} = liDA{rj}n, l<i,j<N (2.16) 
Setting k ^ i, vje have 
Dli{rj}rk = 二 " \ 1 < i,j <N, k^i (2.17) 
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So now by (2.7), (2.12)，(2.15) we can compute: 
dwi dlirr , , dUa： 
-JT = TT^X + H-TT 
dit dit dit , 
dit 
N N 
= D l i ( ^ { X i 一 Xj)wjrj} Y^ WkVk - ^ liDA{rj}rkWjWk 
j=l k=l j,k 
= - Xj)Dli{rj}rkWjWk - l^SikDXi{rj} - (X^ - Xi)Dli{rj}rkWjWk 
= X ^ P f c - Xj)Dli{rj}rk - SikDXi{rj}]wjWk (2.18) 
Finally, differentiating Ijfk = Sik in the direction of r j and noting 6ik is con-
stant, we have 
Dli{rj}rk + liDrklvj} = 0 (2.19) 
and substituting in (2.18), we prove (2.9), (2.10). • 
By (2.9), we know that the following integral form holds true for classical 
solution of (1.2). 
r t i N 
- Wi{^i{to)) = � � ( 2 . 2 0 ) 
J to j,k=i 
Furthermore, we take the representation of the zth characteristic curve 飞 with 
the arc length Si as parameter. Thus along the characteristic curve 11-)-飞(t), we 
have 
. d - T f e r (2.21) 
Let 尸0 = li[h) and = 7i(力i) be two points on the zth characteristic curve 
t h-)- then 
M P i ) - < P � ) I H 厂1 £ 彻mji)) 二(产、�2机丨， (2 .22) 
where Jp^ f(ji)dsi denotes the integral of the function f over the characteristic 
7i between PQ and Pi. 
一 、’ 
Chapter 3 
Finite Speed of Propagation Property 
In this chapter, we will establish a more precise form of the well-known finite 
speed of propagation property. Let U{t,x) be the classical solution in the strip 
0,T) X R. The characteristic curves t ^ 7i(亡,P) = {t,Xi{t,p)) is defined by 
< at for l < z < i V (3.1) 
�Xi{ tp ,p ) = Xp, 
To ensure that the characteristic curve exist globally in [0,T), we introduce 
the following condition: 
Assumption H: There exists a constant A > 0 such that for all 1 < i < N, 
|Ai(t/)| < A for all UgR^ (3.2) 
In this way, from (3.2)，we know that the function 11-> Xi(t,p) satisfies the a 
priori estimate \xi{t,p)\ < \x\-\-A\t-tp\, so every characteristic curve t ji{t,p) 
exists for all t G [0,T). In some cases it is possible to avoid the condition (H). 
For example, if the initial data has compact support (see [21]). But in general, we 
cannot expect the global existence in [0, T) for t Xi{t,p). We have an example: 
" 11 
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Example: We consider the simple quasilinear system 
\ Ut - Ua： = 0, 
< .in [0，oo) X M (3.3), 
[vt-\- u^ Vx = 0 , “ 
It is clear that u{t,x) = t + x, v{t,x) = 0 is a global, smooth solution. 
The eigenvalues are Ai(w,?;) = - 1 , X2{u,v) = v?. Thus the characteristic curve 
72(力，：p)，passing through p = [tp.Xp), is given by 
= (力 + 工2)2， 
< dt (3.4) 
^2(tp) = XP, 
< 
which does not admit solutions defined for all t. 
We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.0.6. Let x) be a classical solution of the quasilinear hyperbolic 
system Ut-{-A{U)Ux = 0. Assume condition (H) holds. Besides，suppose that for 
some G E with a < ^ and i ^ io(l <io,i < N), 
Wi{0,x) = 0 for a<x<^ (3.5) 
Then for i ^ zq, Wi(t, x) = 0 in the region 
= {(亡’ <t<T, Xm{t,a) <x< (3.6) 
where I = min{i|i + zq}, m = max{i|z + zq}-
Proof. For 0 < t < T, we define D � = Q g n ([0, t] x E) and 
To = sup{t|0 <t<T, Wi(t,x) = 0 in D(t) for all i ：^ i^} (3.7) 
Our aim is to prove TQ = T, If TO < T, then we can take 7\ = (TQ + T)/2 and set 
M = 段孕jib 秘(t/) + + 妒 (3.8) 
t . 
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for ij,k ^ io. And by the definition of To, we can find T2 such that Tq < T2 < 
and 
(T2 To)M < i 0<p 全 maxmax|i(;i(f,:i;)| < 1 (3.9) 
Z i#io D{T2) ~ \ ' 
Now, applying the John's formula (2.20) and recalling that 
lin = 0，for i ^ j, 
for any point p = {t,x) G D{T2) and i io, we have 
Wi{t,x) = Wi{To,Xi{To,y)) + j Y^bu^k + Hkiolwioy^kdr + f ^ jijkWjWkdr, 
(3.10) 
where (0, y) = r “ p ) n {t = 0}. Because p e Qg, we know that a<y<^. And 
by the definition of To, we know that Wi{To,Xi{To,y)) = 0. Hence, we have the 
estimate: 
切i(亡,工< it - ^o)A^[max + jiki,]wi,\p + N max h^k p^] 
<{t- To)Mp, (3.11) 
where j , k * io. So from (3.9)，(3.11) we find 
广〒為结 k 办冲 S ^ A (3.12) 
which contradicts the definition of T2. Thus Wi(t, x) = 0 in Q^. • 
Remark 3.0.7 (finite speed of propagation). Lemma 3.0.6 has the following 
consequences: 
Suppose that supp{Uo{x)} C (—00，"]，and the condition (H) holds. Then for 
0<t<T, we have U{t,x)三 0 /or a; > + XN{0)t. 
Proof. We have already known that the Nth characteristic exists globally for all 
the time. Then for every point p = {tp, Xp) G (0,T) x M on the right of riv(/5), 
that is for Xp > XM{tp,P), we consider the region n{p) bounded by x-axis and 
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the traces ri(p), of the characteristic curves ji{p), passing through 
p. Set 
a = XN{0,p), ,b = xi(0,p). (3.13)' 
It is easy to see that P < a < b and 
= ••• = = 0 in [a,6], (3.14) 
since U{0,x) = UQ{X)三 0 in [a,b]. Now applying Lemma 3.0.6, we obtain that 
wiit^x) = ' •• = WN{t,x) = 0 in n{p). Hence, by (2.7), we find 
Ua: = 0 and Ut = -A{U)Ua^ = 0 in (3.15) 
So U is constant in n{p). And U{Q,x) = 0 in [a, 6] implies that t/ = 0 in n{p). 
In particular [/三 0 along the Nth characteristic TNiP). Thus the characteristic 
curve 11-> = (t,XN{t,P)) is given by 
, c c n M = + XNiO% (3.16) 
which completes the proof. 口 
Remark 3.0.8 (Simple waves). Assuming the same conditions as in Remark 
3.0.7, we consider the region 
Dn-1 = <t<T, x> XN-i(t,m (3.17) 
Then，we have Wi(t,x) = • • • = WN_i{t,x) = 0 in D^-i. This means that the 
solution U{t,x) is a simple wave in 
Proof. For every point p = {tp, Xp) G Dn-i, we consider the region bounded 
by x-axis and the traces 1\(”)，I^ -iO?) of the characteristic curves 71 (p), 
passing through p. Set 
a = a;Ar_i(0,p), 6 = xi(0,p). (3.18) 
It is easy to see that {5 <a <h and 
wi{0,x) = • . • = WAr-i(0,a;) = 0 in [a,6], (3.19) 
•• V. 
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since U{0,x) = Uo{x)三 0 in [a, 6]. Now applying Lemma 3.0.6，we obtain that 
'Wi(t,x) = . • . = WN-i(t,x) = 0 in Cliip). Thus Wi{t,x) = . • . = w n 一 = 0 
in •Djv—1 and 
UX = WNTN in DN-I (3.20) 
• 
Next, we can generalize the finite speed of propagation property: 
Fix an integer ZQ, 1 < IO < AT, and G R. We consider the ioth characteristic 
curve passing through (0,/3), 
(da；. 
"^玄 (3.21) 
而 。 = 
� 
and we assume that, for i — io, Wi{t,x) = 0 along t H- that is 
Wi{t,Xi,{t,/3)) = 0 for all i + i � � t e [0，r) (3.22) 
Besides，let us take a point p = {tp^Xp) e [0,r) x E such that p 车 
and consider the characteristic curves 7i�-i(力,P) = 7i�+i(力,p) 二 
(亡,p))，passing through p, defined by 
‘drcio-i 
= (呢工 io-l(亡，P)))， 
, ( 3 . 2 3 ) 
�工 i o - l � t p , p ) = Xpj 
^ ^ ^ = 师,而。+1“,P))), 
, 、 （3.24) 
Xi^+l{tp,p) = Xp, 
We suppose that the traces Fi^-iip) and ri�+i(p) intersect 1\.�(/3) in two points 
q = {tq, Xq) and r = {U^Xr) in the strip [0，T) x E. That is 
Q 二 � n rVi(p), r = rj/?) n r 似 ( 3 . 2 5 ) 
Then we have: 
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Lemma 3.0.9. Let U{t,x) be a solution of quasilinear hyperbolic system Ut + 
A{U)Ux = 0. Assume condition (H) holds. And we suppose the conditions above 
are satisfied. Then, for i • i。， , ‘ 
Wi{t,x) =0 in (3.26) 
where is the region bounded by ri^(P) and the traces TiQ-i(p), 
of the characteristic curves defined by (3.23) and (3.24) respectively. 
Proof. We only prove the case that p lies on the left of the characteristic curve 
rio(/3), since the other case is similar. So we know that p G {{t,x) : 0 < t < 
T, X < XiQ{t,l3)}, and fl{io,/3,p) is on the left of fl{io,/3,p). Furthermore, it is 
easy to see that 0 < tg < tp < U < T. So the region n{iQ,/3,p�is defined by 
邓 = {(,’工< X > X > Xi^+i{t,p)} (3.27) 
For all y < we consider the characteristic t ^io(t,y) = (t,XiQ(t,y)), and we 
set 
D[y) = {{t,x) e > Xi,(t,y)} (3.28) 
Define 
Fo = ini{y < I3\wi{t, a;) = 0 in D(y) for all i ^ i^} (3.29) 
Set 
thus (0,y) is the intersection of F^q{p) with x-axis, and D{Y) = since 
the domain is on the right of r�o(p). Our aim is to prove that Fq = Y. 
If > y, we set Yi = {Yo + Y)/2 and 
^ = IhiokiU) + 7ikio{U)]wJ + iV2 max h jk{U)l (3.30) 
where i, j, k + io. By the definition of YQ, we may find Vi < < ^o, satisfying 
0 < p = max max wAt.x) < 1， (3.31) 
i^io D{Y2) " a —， \ ) 
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and such that for all P G D{Y2), 
fP 1 
M / dsi < - for all i — io, (3.32) 
J Pi 2 
where Pi = (尸)n 1\�(1^0). That is，the length of the arc of r i (P ) in the set 
D(Y2)\D(yo) is less than 1/2M. These conditions can be easily verified since the 
solution is classical. Then, by (2.22) and recalling again that 
7ijj = 0，for i + j, 
for any point p = (t, x) G � and i + zq, we have 
< + 1 r f ： l i ^ k m i i ) ) 二产、、，机 I, (3.33) 
where P, = {U, x^) is the intersection P, = r^(P) n r j F o ) and juoio = 0. By the 
definition of if follows that PI E D{YO). Thus, having WI(TI,XI) = 0, 
we obtain the following estimate: 
fP 
pP Pi 
^ Mp j p dsi < •， (3.34) 
where j, k # i � . So from (3.31), we find that 
骂 识 办 动 Sf， (3.35) 
which contradicts the definition of Y2. • 
Remark 3.0.10. A similar result holds true ifiQ = i or N. 
/n the case iq = 1, for any point p = (tp, Xp) e [0，T) x M such that p 贫 1\(/3)， 
现 consider the two characteristics 72(t，p) = {t,X2{t,p)), jN{t,p) = {t,XN{t,p)) 
passing through p, defined by 
‘ a t (3.36) 
X2itp,p) = Xp 
< 
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音 = 聊 ’ 綱 ( 3 . 3 7 ) 
XN(tp,p) =Xp ‘ 
We suppose that the traces T2{p) 
and intersect in two points q 二 
(tq.Xq) andr = {U^Xr). Ifw2{t,魂 PT) = . . . = WN{t,xi(t, ft)) = 0，W e [0,T), 
then W2{t,x) 二 . . . = wjv(t,cc) = 0 in the region hounded by 1\(/3)， 
T2{p), and 
In the case io = N，for any point p 二（力 G [0，T) x M such that p i 
TnW), we consider the two characteristics 7i(t,p) 二 {t,Xi{t,p)), = 
{t,XN-i{t,p)) passing through p, defined by 
xi{tp,p) = Xp 
\ 
； 宇 = 遍 ) ) ’ （3.39) 
XN-l{tp,p) = Xp 
\ 
We suppose that the traces Ti{p) and Tn-i{p) intersect Tn{/3) in two points 
q = and r = (U^Xr). If w认八t,/3)) 二 •. . 二 冗1(艺’々 )）二 0，W e 
0,T), then wi(t,x) = . . . = WN-i{t,x)三 0 in the region bounded by 
TnW), Ti{p), and Tn-lip) 
�. 
Chapter 4 
Proof of the Main Results 
Having the preparation above, we prove the Theorem 1.0.1 and Theorem 1.0.2 in 
this chapter. 
4.1 Proof of Theorem 1.0.1 
Let U{t,x) be a classical solution of the initial value problem (1.3). In the fol-
lowing, we assume that 
supp{C/o(a;)} C (-00，外 （4.1) 
and the eigenvalues Ai(C/),.. . ， h a v e a strict absolute minimum for [7 = 0， 
that is 
Xi{U) > Ai(0), for all U e R^, l<i<N (4.2) 
And also condition(H) holds. We will prove that the only classical solution to 
(1.3) is U{t,x)三 0. Thus, every classical solution U{t,x) with nontrivial initial 
data satisfying (1.3), must develop singularities in finite time. 
For 1 <i<N,we define the regions: 
Di = {{t,x)\t>0,x>xi{t,l3)} (4.3) 
By remark 3.0.7, we know U{t,x) = 0 in Dn. More precisely, the trace of the 
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characteristic curve 11-^ is a straight line and 
U{t,x) = 0 in { t > 0 , x>^ + XN{0)t}. (4.4) 
Furthermore, by Remark 3.0.8, we have 
Ux 二 WNVN in DN-\ (4.5) 
So in the region D^v-i, we have 
dC/ 
- ~ = Ut + Xn{U)Ux = Ut + XnWNTN 
divc 
= UT + A{UYW,N = UT + A{U)U^ = 0. (4.6) 
This means that, for every point p = {tp.Xp) G D^-i, the trace Tn(p) of the 
characteristic curve passing through p, t 7iv(力，P)=(艺，a^ iv(《，”))defined by 
' 字 = A 肩 ’ 工 * ) ) ) ’ ，、 
< d 力 ( 4 . 7 ) 
XN{tp,p) = Xp 
< 
is a straight line in the region DN-I and U is constant along the straight line. 
So we know that the slope of the Nth characteristic curve in DN-I starting from 
p e I ^ - i(約 is Xj^{U{t,XN-i{t,/3))). These characteristic curves do not intersect 
with each other, so A v^W - XN(U{t,XN-i{t,/S))) must be non-increasing. But by 
(1.9)，AivW = XN{U{t,XN-I{t,P))) > XN{0) > XN{t) for all t > 0. So we know 
that Aiv(0 = Aiv(O), and this implies: 
= 0 for all 力 2 0， （4.8) 
since 0 is a strict minimum for Xn- AS soon as we know (4.8), we obtain that 
[/三 0 in Dn-i and the {N — l ) th characteristic curve passing through (0’ j6) is 
a straight line given by 
+ (4.9) 
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Next, we study U{t,x) in the region Dn-2\Dn~l. Given any point p = 
{tp, Xp) e Dn-2\Dn-i, we consider two characteristic curves 
< d 力 ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
^N{tp,p) = Xp 
K 
< dt (4.11) 
XN{tp,p) = Xp 
V 
and the corresponding traces riv-2(P), Then the following must be true: 
1. r^v—2(P)nriv-iC5) = q = {tq,Xq) with 0<tq< tp, becausG p G Dn-2\Dn-i 
2. n = r = {tr,Xr) with tr > tp, because is the trace 
of the straight line a; 二 + XN-i(0)T, while Xn{U) > Aiv(O) > AAr-i(O) for 
all U 
Thus we can consider the region Q{N - bounded by Fyv—2(P) 
and r;v(p). Since U{t,x) = 0 in Dat-i, we have 
wi{t,x) = ••• = WN{t,x) = 0 on (4.12) 
Applying lemma 3.0.9, we obtain that 
Wi{t,x) = 0 in n[N f o r z ^ T V - l (4.13) 
Since p G Dn-2\Dn-i is arbitrary, we have 
Wi{t, x) = 0 in Dn-2\Dn-i ior i ^ N - 1 (4.14) 
So we get Ux = wjv-i^jv-i in Dn_2\Dn-1. As before, we have 
严 丄 二 Ut + XN-I{U)Ux = Ut + XN-iWN-ITN-I 
dN-it 
= Ut + A(U)WN-irN—i = Ut + = 0. (4.15) 
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This means that, for every point p 二 G Dn-2\Dn-i, the trace Tn-i{p) 
of the characteristic curve passing through p, t jN-i{t,p) 二 (t,工iv—i(力,P)) 
defined by . ‘ 
二 仏liV—1(力，P)))， 
< dt ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
XN-l{tp:P)=工 p 
\ 
is a straight line in the region Dm-2\Dn-i and U is constant along the straight 
line. So we know that the slope of the (A^-l)th characteristic curve in Dn-2\Dn-i 
starting from p e is • These characteristic curves 
do not intersect with each other, so Aat-iW = XN-i{U{t,XN-2(t, P))) must be 
non-increasing. But by (1.9), A j v - i � = X N - i { U i t , X N - 2 { t , 1^))) > Aiv-i(O) > 
Aiv-i(0 for all t>0. So we know that Aiv-i(t)三 AAr-i(O), and this implies: 
U(t, XN-2{t, /3)) 二 0 for all t > 0， （4.17) 
since 0 is a strict minimum for AS soon as we know (4.17), we obtain that 
[/三 0 in Dm-2\Dn-i and the (N — 2)th characteristic curve passing through 
(0’ 13) is a straight line given by 
t ^ ( t , / 3 + X N - 2 m (4.18) 
We may applying the previous arguments to the regions Dn-2\Dn-2, Dn-a\Dn-3, 
Di\D2 to find that U{t,x)三 0 in these regions and finally we have 
U{t,x) = 0 in L>i, (4.19) 
and the first characteristic curve passing through (0,^) is a straight line given by 
t ^ { t , l 3 + Xi{0)t (4.20) 
Now it remains to show that U{t, a;) = 0 in the region 
Ri = {{t,x)\t>0, x<^-hXi{0)t}. (4.21) 
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Given any point p = {tp, Xp) G -Ri, we consider the two characteristic curves 
< dt (4.22) 
X2{tp,p) = Xp 
'字二入肩,工扁 
< d 力 ( 4 . 2 3 ) 
XN(tp,p) = Xp 
\ 
and the corresponding traces�2(2?)’ r^vCp). Then both of r2(p) and rj^(p) 
will intersect with 1\(/5) since their speeds are both faster than Ai(0). Set q = 
(tg.Xq) = r2(p)门 ri(/3) and r = (U^Xr) = Tn{p) n 1\(卢).Then we know that 
tp < tr < ts. Thus, we may consider the domain n(l，y5，p)，bounded by 1\(/3)’ 
r2(p)，and Tn(p), where we can apply Remark 3.0.10. In fact, since U(t,x)三 0 
in Di, we have 
Wi(t,x) 二 ... = WN(t,cc) = 0 on r i (^ ) . (4.24) 
Then, by Remark 3.0.10, it follows that 
= = = 0 in 17(1，/?，p). (4.25) 
Since p e Ri is an arbitrary point, we may conclude that 
W2(t, 二 . . . 二 i(;iv(t，…=0 in (4.26) 
As before, we have Ux == m � i n Ri and 
dit 
= Ut + A{U)win = Ut + A{U)U^ = 0. (4.27) 
Then in Ri, along each first characteristic curve, U is constant. So we know that 
each first characteristic curve is a straight line. The slope of the first character-
istic curve starting 
from (0,3；) is Ai(C/o(a;)). These characteristic curves do not 
intersect with each other, so Xi{Uo{x)) must be non-decreasing for all x < /S. 
This immediately implies that Uo{x)三 0, Va: < P. If not, there exists a point 
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xq < P such that Uo(xo) + 0. Since 0 is strictly absolute minima, we have the 
following contradiction: 
A I ( F / O W ) < A I ( _ ) = AI(0) < AI(/7O(狗)） （4.28) 
As soon as we have UQ[CO)三 0, we have U{T, a;)三 0 in [0，oo) x R. 
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.0.2 
Let U{t, x) be a classical solution to the Cauchy problem (1.3) under the assump-
tions and conditions in Theorem 1.0.2. We also want to prove that U{t,x)三 0. 
This time, for 1 < i < A ,^ we define the regions 
= (4.29) 
It, is possible to prove that U{t,x) = 0 in Q, i = 1, 2, • • -^N applying the 
same argument of the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. Then similarly, we also can prove 
U(t, re)三 0 in the region: 
Rn = {{t,x)\t > 0,3； > XN{t,a)}. (4.30) 
So we can conclude that the classical solution U{t,x) to (1.3) must be trivial 
On the other hand, it is easy to observe that, if we set V{t,x) = U{t, —x), then 
V{t, x) solves the following initial value problem: 
dV dV 
[ 刷 i n [ 0 ， o o ) x R 
< dt ' d x (4.31) 
V{0, x) = Uo{-x) on {t = 0}x M. 
� 
Then the eigenvalues are -Aj, i = 1,2,..•，见 By (1.11), we have 
-Xi{V) > -Ai(0) for all V 0. (4.32) 
Condition (H) also holds because 
I - AiOOl > |Ai(y)| < A for a l l y G (4.33) 
� ’ 
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Furthermore, the support of the initial data satisfies 
supp{y(0,x)} = supp{[/o(-a:)} C (-00, —a]. (4.34) 
Thus the initial value problem (4.31) satisfies all the assumptions and conditions 
in Theorem 1.0.1. By Theorem 1.0.1, we immediately have 
V(t, x)=0 in [0,00) X R, (4.35) 
which implies 
U(t, x) = 0 in [0，00) X E. • (4.36) 
Chapter 5 
Discussions 
The assumption that 0 is the strict absolute minimum (or maximum) is very 
strong. For convenience, we will call it Condition (M) in this chapter. This kind 
of nonlinearity cannot be applied to most of the physical models. Only some 
motion of nonlinear vibrating string is in that case. For example, we consider 
the system (1.8), Q{s) is typically a smooth even function, which implies that 0 
at least local minimum (or maximum) for Q. So we know that 0 is at least local 
minimum (or maximum) for Xi{U) = and \2{U) = 
I hope to do some improvement on the nonlinear condition so that the blow up 
results can be applied to more physical cases. For example, the Euler's equations 
for compressible gas flow in one dimension are 
f 
Pt + {pv)x = 0 conservation of mass 
< ipv)t + 工=0 conservation of momentum (5.1) 
{pE)t + (pEv + pv)x = 0 conservation of energy 
� 
in (0,oo) X E. Here p is the mass density, v the velocity, and E the energy density 
per unit mass. We assume 
E = e + (5.2) 
where e is the internal energy per unit mass and the term y corresponds to the 
kinetic energy per unit mass. The letter p in (5.1) denotes the pressure. We 
26 
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assume p is a known function 
P = P(P,e) (5.3) 
of p and e; formula (5.3) is called the equation of state. Euler's equations (5.1) 
comprise a strictly hyperbolic conservation law provided we assume p > 0 and 
dp ^ dp 八 � � 0 ’ S � 0 . (5.4) 
Let us review our proof of Theorem 1.0.1. In chapter 2 and chapter 3, we do 
not need the condition (M). After we derive that U{t, x) is a simple wave in the 
region A - A A , condition (M) is to ensure that in each A - A A , the (straight) 
characteristic curves do not intersect with each other. This is a strong condition 
and using this we can obtain the result immediately. We can analyze it in a 
different way: in each A-i\A，U{t,x) satisfies that, 
Ux = Wi-iTi.i (5.5) 
Then, deriving U{t,x) along the characteristic curve 11-^ we find that 
义 = Uti- Xi-2Ux = [K-2{U) - \i-i{U)]wi_,ri.,{U). ( 5 . 6 ) 
Integrating (5.6) and noting that C/(0,/?) = Uo{l3) = 0, we have 
= (5.7) 
where (/)i-i{t) is the solution of the problem 
‘ 1 � = [ A i - 2 - Ai-iK^/i-iW>i-1 �—(力，:ci_i(t，約） 
(5.8) 
� 0 H ( O ) = O 
and s t/i_i(s) is the (z — l)th rarefaction curve passing through [7 = 0, namely 
1 ⑷ = ⑷） 
(5.9) 
i U i - M = 0 
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It is possible to put some (weaker) nonlinear conditions on A{U) such that the 
problem (5.8) has a unique solution 
也 - 1⑷三 0 (5.10)‘ 
Having (5.10), we can also obtain 
U{t,x) = {) in A - i \ A (5.11) 
The work in this thesis focuses on the one-dimensional case. But in reality, the 
dimension of space should be three. John's characteristic method has not proved 
tractable in higher dimensions, and there are fewer results in three-dimensional 
conservation laws. (John [9] used characteristics to prove blow up for a three-
dimensional scalar wave equation with spherical symmetry.) 
The first general result on the formation of shocks in three-dimensional fluids 
was obtained by Sideris in 1985 (see [24]). Sideris considered the compressible 
Euler equations in the case of a classical ideal gas with adiabatic index 7 � 1 and 
with the initial data which is a constant state outside a ball. The assumptions of 
his theorem on the initial data were that there is an annular region bounded by 
the sphere outside which the constant state holds and a concentric sphere in its 
interior, such that a certain integral in this annular region o fp -po , the departure 
of the density p from its value po in the constant state, is positive, while another 
integral in the same region of ( n f � t h e radial momentum density, is nonnegative. 
It is also assumed that everywhere in the annular region, the specific entropy s is 
no less than its value So in the constant state. The equations can be written as 
a positive, symmetric hyperbolic system, and so they possess a unique local C^ 
solution, provided the initial data are sufficiently regular, (see [10]). Then Sideris 
observed that under these assumptions, and for the classical solutions in the life 
span, there is an averaged quantity which satisfied certain ordinary differential 
inequalities and so that blows up in finite time. 
Christodoulou (see [4]) considered the relativistic Euler equation in three 
space dimensions for a perfect fluid. One reason for working with the relativistic 
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equation is that there is a substantial gain in geometric insight because of the 
spacetime geometry viewpoint of special relativity. The non-relativistic limit is 
a regular limit, obtained by letting the speed of light in conventional units tend 
to infinity while keeping the sound speed fixed. So the relativistic treatment has 
the virtue that, while being more general, is does not require any special care 
in exacting information on the non-relativistic limit. The work is based on the 
acoustical spacetime manifold. This consists of the same underlying manifold 
as the Minkowski spacetime, but with the acoustical metric h in the role of the 
Minkowski metric g: “ 
hfw = 9uv + (1 - r f )�Ut^ , (5.12) 
where 77 is the sound speed defined by: 
2 /dp 
” = ( D ^ ) - (5 .13) 
This is a Lorentzian metric, the null cones of which are the sound cones. The ini-
tial data set for the equations of motion consists of the specification of the triplet 
{p, s, u) on a hypcrsurface E in Minkowski spacetime, possibly with boundary, 
such that the metric induced on S by the acoustical metric (5.12), defined along 
S by the initial data, is positive definite. In [4], the author considered regular 
initial data on a spacelikc hyperplaiie Eq in Minkowski spacetime which outside 
a sphere coincide with the data corresponding to a constant state. Here, "space-
like hyperplane" and "sphere" refer to the Minkowski metric. Under a suitable 
restriction on the size of the departure of the initial data from those of constant 
state, the author proved certain theorem which give a complete description of 
the maximal classical development. In particular, the theorems gave a detailed 
description of the geometry of the boundary of the domain of the maximal clssi-
cal development and a detailed analysis of the behavior of the solution at this 
boundary. A complete picture of shock formation in three-dimensional fluids was 
thereby obtained. 
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